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Our Mission:
We are a full service communications design company specializing in graphics,
marketing, digital printing and mail services housed in one location. Partnering
with medium to large clients interested in expanding their market share or
refreshing their current efforts, our diversified portfolio of solutions supports our
clients in achieving their goals.

We want to hear from you!
Our gam/mag is full of interesting and short articles focusing on recent news,
effectiveness in the workplace and healthy living but gam also wants to showcase
your company and its services. We invite you to send us an article about you or
your services to be considered for inclusion in our next gam/mag. This could focus
on something new and exciting about your company or a summary article telling
us all about you that we can share with the gam family. As you continue to get
to know us better, gam will get to know you better. Submit your article today to
info@gamweregood.com.
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BUSINESS NEWS

Designed for tablets, phones and PCs,
Windows 10 has ‘goodies’ for everyone

“Information goes
out. Communication
gets through.”
Sydney J. Harris,
American journalist

T

his month, Microsoft is slated to end the
technical preview of Windows 10 and
prepare for the release of the new OS later
this year. There are some unique features in
store.

•U
 niversal apps. Power Point and various
standard apps are pre-installed on Windows
10 computers, including programs such as
Office, Excel, Word, Photos, Videos, Music,
Maps, Messaging, Mail and Calendar.

Linking and syncing is a big feature of the
new Windows. Windows will update and
manage multiple devices including touch
screens, phones, and tablets. Even Xbox One
will mesh with Windows. Users will be able to
stream games from an Xbox to a computer.

•F
 ree updates. Windows 10 will be a free
update for Windows 7, 8 and 8.1 computers
or tablets.

The new Continuum Mode is designed to
let users transition seamlessly from PC to
tablet and back again.

Other features in the works:
•C
 ortana, the digital voice assistant.
Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella is excited
about Cortana’s new roles in PCs and tablets
as well as phones. Cortana gets to know
you and customizes her responses. She also
caters to pro sports fans.
•P
 roject Spartan browser. New in Windows
10, it offers the ability to mark up the
browser with hand-written notes. It has a
reading mode, which promises to eliminate
distractions as you read.
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•M
 icrosoft HoloLens. It has sensors, seethrough lenses and special sound in what
it refers to as its “Holographic Processing
Unit.” The science-fiction-like stuff from
holograms can be accessed with a new
head-set called Microsoft HoloLens. It will
be available at the same time Windows 10
comes out toward the end of this year.

Fashion week blasts
back to the (recent) past

New York Fashion Week analysts predict
that the runways of September 2015 will
bring back the bohemian look as well as
the big, wide-legged trousers of the 1970s.
Plaids and hounds tooth patterns will be
big – with bell-bottoms not far behind.

BUSINESS NEWS

Employers are more likely to hire
‘overlooked’ workers

Retailers tweak online
offers to style-conscious
bargain hunters

T

he long-term forces that have hurt
employment and wages at the middle and
bottom levels are being offset by the upswing
in economic growth.

After years of collecting data,
retailers are getting smart about how
to use it. They found that the shoppers
who usually pay full price are more
interested in the
newest styles in
shoes and handbags
than in searching for
bargains. The stores
rarely advertise sales
to them.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics January jobs
report shows employment of people without
a high school degree rose six percent over
last year. Employment of black teens rose 18
percent and employment of the disabled rose
20 percent. While the Bureau didn’t track
lower-income retired workers, their numbers
are rising with the economy as well.
The U.S. added one million jobs from November through January.
Economists say employers also need to pay a little more to get the people
they need to fill lower-wage jobs. Quoted in Bloomberg Businessweek, Michael
Feroli, chief economist for JPMorgan Chase, says as the labor market tightens,
wage growth tends to be the strongest at the lower end of the scale. That rise in
wages and employment could last as long as the expansion continues.
The best news was the increase in the labor force, which grew by about
700,000. It could mean that people who previously stopped looking for work
were in the labor market again. The influx of new job seekers indicates that the
benefits of the expansion are being shared with people who are coming off the
sidelines. Those in lower-paying jobs had an earning rise of just 0.5 percent
last year. As more work opens up, and the labor pool shrinks, employers
will probably have to raise pay to attract and keep employees. According to
Bloomberg, the economy has been growing fast enough and long enough for
employers to hire overlooked workers.

For dads, more family time brings
greater job satisfaction

A new study shows that fathers feel greater job satisfaction and less worklife conflict when they spend more time caring for their children. They get
mental bonus points for helping out with the kids. The study published in
the February issue of the Academy of Management Perspectives shows that
before increasing child care time, men spent only less than an hour per
day with their kids. The Bureau of Labor statistics showed women spent
1.86 hours per workday on child care. Men spending an average of 2.65
hours a day with their children on weekdays were more satisfied. Up to a
certain point, the more time they reported spending with their children,
the more likely they were to think their work enriched their home life.
They agreed with statements like “my involvement in my work helps me
be a better family member.” Those who were more involved with their
children were also less likely to quit their jobs.

Discount buyers
are a different matter
entirely. After years of
sending email offers to
all shoppers, retailers
such as Stage Stores,
Inc., which has 800
stores including
Bealls and Goodys
chains, are showing
big sales only to those
who respond to price reductions.
A fifth of online shoppers are true
discount junkies, people who respond
only when offered discounts, according
to data by AgilOne, Inc., which works
with 150 retailers to analyze customer
purchases and predict their potential.
Some emailers divide customers
into three categories based on previous
purchases: Discount shoppers who
buy clearance items when priced at
25 percent off; full-price shoppers
who rarely buy clearance items; and
shoppers who fall somewhere in
between. Retailers such as Nordstrom
and Hudson Bay have built separate
outlet centers filled with the previous
season’s wares or less-expensive
versions of their clothing lines. Online
sellers know what time customers open
their email, the best shoe sizes, and if
“sale” causes them to open a link.
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BUSINESS NEWS

A study in attitude: How entrepreneurs
navigated the great recession

“If you’re looking for
the next big thing,
and you’re looking
where everyone else
is, you’re looking in
the wrong place.”
Mark Cuban,
American billionaire
and businessman

W

hen the economy in 2010 and 2012
entered the dead zone, how did CEOs of
small- and mid-sized companies react
when their businesses went with it? According
to a study authored by management
professors at Clemson and North Carolina
State universities, it depended in large part on
the motivations and attitudes of the CEOs.
The study focused on 150 hours of
interviews in two separate years, 2010 and
2012, with 13 founders and CEOs of smalland mid-sized textile companies, an industry
already struggling with foreign competition.
Study co-authors E. Erin Powell of
Clemson University and Ted Baker of North
Carolina State Universities found that the
company leaders fell into three categories:
Multiple identity people, Incongruent
directional, Singularly money focused.
Multiple-identity CEOs have survived the
recession in part because they took pride of
place. They were proud of being a domestic
manufacturer, a caring boss, a devout
churchgoer, and a community patron. “These
individuals were what they wanted to be, and
their response to the recession was to dig in
their heels,” writes co-author Powell.
These seven CEOs focused on attracting
new customers, retaining the ones they had,
trying to grow volume.
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“We are fighting the good fight,” said one
CEO with 700 employees, “trying to take
advantages we do have – we are closest to
our customers (as opposed to manufacturers
from China), quick turns, sensitivity
to new markets, new styling, real good
communication with our customers, having
our customers come and visit us, all the
advantages we have.”
A second group of three CEOs acted
incongruently, pursuing multiple goals and
had fallen short. One CEO in the group
previously had 100 employees, but now
he had 14 and he didn’t pay himself for 18
months. During that time, he pursued making
his company environmentally friendly
through changing production and products
while organizing community events, stories in
the local press and starting an organic garden
for employees.
A third group, with just three members,
were considered singularly money focused. “If
you’re in it only for the money, the sky really
is falling,” said co-author Baker. CEOs in this
group attempted to cut costs and shrink to
profitability. Two of these companies went out
of business and they were the only ones in the
study that did.
The study was published in the Academy of
Management Journal.

BUSINESS NEWS

Unemployed architect
created a game sensation

N

ext to Monopoly, Scrabble
is the most popular board
game in the world. Various
editions are sold in 121
countries and in 31 languages.
There are national and
international championship
tournaments, and even
competitions that begin in
grade schools.
In 1931, when the
Depression made architect
Alfred Mosher Butts jobless,
he had no idea the game he
created to occupy his time
would achieve such monumental success. For years, it was
a game he played with his wife and friends. He originally
called the game Lexiko and then Criss Cross Words. An
entrepreneur friend, James Brunot, became his partner and
changed the name to Scrabble.
First published in 1948, it experienced rejection from
the major game manufacturers. After it was picked up
by Macy’s Department Store, it took off and became a
national passion in the 1950s.
Butts received 3 cents per game. He said, “One-third went
to taxes. I gave one-third away, and the other third enabled
me to have an enjoyable life.”

Did you know:
•S
 crabble is found in one of every three American homes.
• Over 150 million Scrabble games have sold worldwide.
• 100 teams of U.S. and Canadian 4th-8th graders compete
annually at the National School Scrabble Championship.
•S
 crabble games and tiles are modified for those with low
vision and produced in Braille for the blind.
• It was inducted into the National Toy Hall of Fame in
2004.
•M
 erriam-Webster publishes the “Official Scrabble
Players Dictionary” used for home, school, clubs and
tournaments.
If you enjoy a challenge that involves chance, luck and
a great degree of skill, bring out your Scrabble board and
play along with millions of others worldwide on National
Scrabble Day, April 13, the birthday of its developer, Alfred
Butts.

Book Review:

Four ways to see how
analogies can change the world

Some of history’s greatest breakthroughs were made by
seeing parallels. Analogies make a comparison between
two things explicitly or implicitly. John Pollock, author
of “Shortcut: How Analogies Reveal Connections,
Sport Innovation and Sell Our
Greatest Ideas,” says these are
four ways to innovate through
analogy.
1. Q
 uestion conventional
analogies. Some look true at
first but fall apart on closer
examination. Early would-be
aviators modeled machines
after birds that flapped their
wings. The Wright brothers
modeled theirs after bicycles.
2. C
 heck out multiple
analogies. Though one might
sound right, check out several
others before deciding which one might be most
useful. Charles Darwin’s first theory of evolution was
based on geology and history. His second drew on an
analogy between breeding and agriculture. He melded
both to come up with his theory of evolution.
3. L
 ook at diverse resources. Recategorize information.
Henry Ford developed the assembly line after a young
Ford mechanic, Bill Klann, showed him how butchers
at a meat packing plant worked, disassembling
carcasses as they moved along an overhead trolley.
4. S
 implify. Steve Jobs saw that the digital desktop first
developed and unappreciated at Xerox PARC saw
an analogy that could make computers accessible to
millions of people. It was an insight he used when he
launched the first Mac.
That breakthrough machine, and the imitators that
soon followed, democratized computing and ushered
in today’s information age. Jobs said, “Simplicity is the
ultimate sophistication.” The best analogies make things
as simple as possible, not more complex.
“Shortcut: How Analogies Reveal Connections, Spark
Innovation, and Sell Our Greatest Ideas” by John Pollack,
256 pages, Gotham.
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YOUR FINANCES

States work to give more people
access to retirement plans

“One characteristic
of winners is they
always look upon
themselves as a do it
yourself projects.”
Denis Waitley,
American
motivational
speaker and writer

A

survey by bankrate.com shows that 26
percent of workers age 50 to 64 report that
they aren’t saving for retirement. Nearly a
third of those age 30 to 49 haven’t saved for
retirement, and 69 percent of workers 18 to 29
aren’t saving at all, according to USA Today.

According the AARP, other states are
considering similar legislation, including
Vermont, Connecticut and Minnesota. The
plans, called Work and Save, offer payroll
deduction. Companies don’t have to pay for
administration.

In another study, 75 percent of part-time
workers don’t have access to workplace
retirement plans. Individual states are working
to include more workers in retirement plans.
California, Illinois, Massachusetts and Oregon
passed legislation last year that will go into
effect in 2017.

AARP says that right now, about half
of Americans don’t have a way to save for
retirement at work, which is why they have
only $3,000 saved. AARP is also asking
companies to include part-time workers in
their 401(k) plans. The organization says small
companies could offer coverage by joining a
large plan, bringing down costs.

Sen. Susan Collins, R-Maine, chairman of
the Senate Special Committee on Aging, will
introduce bipartisan legislation to encourage
small employers to offer retirement plans
and provide incentives for employees to save
more for retirement. The Collins-Nelson
Retirement Security Act of 2015 is cosponsored by Bill Nelson, D-Fla.
The Illinois Secure Choice Savings
Program goes into effect in 2017 and will
act like a 401(k). It will establish accounts for
2.5 million Illinois workers not covered by
retirement accounts. Employers don’t have to
contribute and administration will be done by
an investment company to be hired by the state.
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Simpler calculation for
2015 home office deduction

In the past people who worked at
home often didn’t take the home officededuction on their income return. They
thought the rules were too complex
or worried that taking it would be an
invitation to get audited. Now, there’s a
simple calculation you can use. Multiply
the square feet of the home used for your
office, up to 300 square feet. You can claim
$5 a square foot, not to exceed $1,500.

YOUR FINANCES

How the ‘no-credit’ crowd obtains
a home mortgage

T

The world says ‘Save!’ but
how much & how often?

he no-credit movement is gaining
steam, with the simple philosophy
that credit is bad, and cash is king.
Still, when it comes to buying a house,
even the cash-only crowd sometimes
wants a mortgage. Problem is, if you
have no credit accounts, you have no
credit history.
What happens, then, if they want a
mortgage? Manual underwriting can
offer a person with no credit score,
or a bad credit history, a chance to
successfully negotiate a mortgage. The
process is time-consuming but can offer
hope to people rebuilding their credit or
to those who reject credit on principle.
Without a credit report, lenders must have some way to see if an applicant is
reliable and has enough income to afford a mortgage. It is up to the borrower
to prove the case. One way is to show payments on non-traditional credit
accounts. An applicant will have to prove that, for at least 12 months, he or she
has made on-time payments on non-traditional credit accounts. Accounts like
these are not typically included in a credit report: rent, utilities, cell phones,
insurance, cable television and internet access. He or she will have to show
check stubs or bank statements. The lender may even call the landlord or other
third parties to verify the information.
New online services, such as ecredable.com, offer to track these nontraditional payments to set up an alternative credit report and can be an asset
to a borrower. An applicant must also show job stability (even a statement
from an employer can help). The longer in a position, the better. Even the
company they are with counts. An underwriter will consider employment at a
large firm a better bet than a smaller firm.
Next, the applicant must show financial resources such as a savings account,
and a detailed explanation of all income sources.
Finally, the applicant has to answer the lender’s main question: Does the
applicant have the money to make the monthly mortgage payments? That
means the applicant must detail all the payments he or she makes now and
demonstrate that he can make a mortgage payment. An applicant who has
no credit history by choice will probably be able to show that he or she can
make the mortgage payments since they have no other credit accounts. But an
applicant who does have a credit account, such as a car payment, will have to
show that the mortgage will not strain his or her current finances.
A cash down payment of at least 3.5 percent is necessary but on a manual
underwrite, 10 percent gives the applicant the best chance. If an applicant in a
manual underwriting situation has any stain (bankruptcy or loan defaults) on
his or her credit report, they will be asked to write an explanation of it.

Everyone has advice on how to plan
your financial future. To make it all
easier, financial advisors for USA Today
recommend this road map for retirement.

In your 20s: Put small amounts into your

IRA or a 401(k) as you lay the ground
work for your future. At this point, your
mission is to get out of credit card and
college debt.

In your 30s: Increase
your savings, maybe to
as much as 10 percent
of your net income.
Save for a down
payment on a house,
if you haven’t already.
Most people marry in
their 30s and children
might be on the way.
Avoid debt.
In your 40s: These
are the peak years for
earning and saving.
Coordinate your plans
with your spouse and
put salary increases
and bonuses into your
savings. Start calculating how much you
will need for retirement. Invest in a Roth
IRA so you’ll have money you won’t have
to pay taxes on.
In your 50s: Try to save more than

20 percent of your income. Consider
downsizing your home if it’s too big.
Decide when you want to start taking
Social Security. Try living on a fixed
income.
What then? If you’ve planned and
saved well, you can retire in your 60s. If
not, you can work a little longer. Or you
can retire anyway and find a part time job
that you will enjoy. Many retirees work.
They want the money but also enjoy the
routine and social contacts.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

New study shows habitual caffeine
consumption does not cause afib

“Injustice anywhere
is a threat to justice
everywhere. We
are caught in an
inescapable network
of mutuality, tied in
a single garment of
destiny. Whatever
affects one directly,
affects all.”
Rev. Martin
Luther King, Jr.,
American Civil
Rights leader

A

trial fibrillation, called afib, is the most
common type of heartbeat arrhythmia. It
occurs when rapid, disorganized electrical
signals cause the heart’s upper two chambers
to contract irregularly. Contrary to concerns
about the caffeine sparking atrial fibrillation,
a new analysis shows that this may not be
the case. In fact, the pooled analysis found
that atrial fibrillation risk fell with increasing
caffeine intake. At the Tufts University
HNRCA Cardiovascular Laboratory, they
say coffee drinkers who experience no heart
flutters should be reassured. But as a result
of the study, those who don’t regularly drink
coffee shouldn’t start just to prevent afib.

What the study showed
Publishing their analysis in the Canadian
Journal of Cardiology, researchers reported
that low caffeine intake was associated
with an 11 percent lesser risk of developing
afib. Participants grouped as high caffeine
drinkers, more than 500 milligrams daily,
or about six cups of American coffee, were
even less likely (16 percent) to develop afib.
With additional regular daily intake of 300
milligrams of caffeine, afib risk declined six
percent more.
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It’s not clear why caffeine might help
protect against afib. The scientists say one
possibility is that caffeine itself is not the
protective agent but simply riding along with
beneficial phytochemicals found in coffee,
tea and cocoa. They say people should enjoy
those beverages, which have shown to have
several health benefits.

Calorie-count rules being
finalized for use late this year
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration
is finalizing plans to require food calorie
counts for chain restaurants, movie theater
snacks and vending machine products.
Businesses will have to show them to the
public by the end of this year. Vending
machines get an extra year to comply.
Restaurants with 20 or more outlets,
cinema concessions, amusement parks and
prepared foods sold in supermarkets, such
a sandwiches and salads, must have the
calorie counts on the packages by the end
of 2015. Nutritionists at Tufts University
say alcoholic beverages listed on restaurant
menus must show calorie counts.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Social media becomes a medical
billboard for organ transplants

Avoid dehydration:
This is a problem that can
occur after a colonoscopy

O

rgan donation remains an urgent need
worldwide, but efforts are getting a boost
from an unexpected place: Social Media.
Currently, nearly 124,000 men, women, and
children are awaiting organ transplants in
the United States – about 1,900 are children.

Patients listen carefully when their
doctors tell them how to prepare for a
colonoscopy, but patients may know
little about how to care for themselves
afterward. As with many procedures,
patients are told not
to eat or drink before
the operation, but that
means they aren’t keeping
themselves hydrated.
Further, the colon
cleaning preparation is
also dehydrating.

April is National Donate Life Month
Now come Facebook and social media,
acting as a vast billboard to publicize
individual cases of patients who can receive
donations from living people. One college
professor received a kidney from a woman
who lived in his same town, after the donor
saw his story on Facebook.
This new era of social advertising for organs is a new wrinkle in the organ
transplant world. Until social media, most organ donations from deceased
people were handled by the nonprofit organization, United Network for
Organ Sharing. It uses a rigid algorithm to distribute organs. Recipients
must be sick enough to require a transplant but still strong enough to survive
the operation. The patient must show they will comply with a lifelong
regimen of medications. This system utterly ignores a patient’s appearance,
achievements or lifestyle. Even jailed criminals can be on the list.
But this rigid fairness is not the case with social media. According to
the New Yorker magazine, researchers are concerned that social media can
subvert the process. A cute little 13-year-old girl or a web-savvy marketer
stands a better chance for a kidney than a grizzled old guy with a funny eye.
Observers hope that social media will evolve as a complementary avenue in
the life-saving process of organ donation.

The facts about organ donation
Signing up to be a donor can save up to 50 people. Here are the facts:
• Everyone is a potential donor regardless of age, race, or medical history.
• Organ, eye and tissue donations come only from deceased persons.
• There is no cost to the donor or their family members.
• An open-casket funeral is possible for all donors.
• There were 14,257 organ donors in 2013 and 28,953 organ transplants,
47,000 cornea transplants, and more than 1 million tissue transplants (one
tissue donor can benefit 50 people).
• A living giver can donate either a kidney, a partial liver, pancreas or
intestine or a lobe of a lung.
Ninety percent of Americans support donation, but only 30 percent know
the essential steps to becoming a donor. Go to www.transplantliving.org or
contact your local transplant center for specific information on how to register.

Symptoms of lightheadedness or fainting
up to a couple of days
after the procedure are
common, say doctors
at the Foundation for
Integrated Medicine in
New York. Sometimes
doctors order an IV with
saline after the procedure.
But after that, it’s up to
the patient to fix their
dehydration symptoms by eating and
drinking to restore their blood volume.

The foundation recommends:
• Drink 16 ounces of fruit juice right after
the procedure. It wards off dehydration
and hypoglycemia (low blood sugar).
Drink another 48 ounces of fluid during
the day and the day after.
• Eat a light snack after the procedure as
soon as you feel able. Bring a sandwich
or energy bar. Avoid high fats, which are
difficult to digest.
• Some health authorities recommend
taking a probiotic supplement right
after the procedure and for a few days
afterward. Probiotics can reduce bowel
irritation and promote digestive health.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

The good news is . . . exercise has
big benefits even if you don’t lose weight

“To improve is to
change; to be perfect
is to change often.”
Winston Churchill,
British politician

S

ome doctors say the diet industry and
popular culture over-emphasize weight
loss and under-emphasize the benefits of
exercise for people of any size and weight.
Health clubs and fitness studios advertise
images of people with lean bodies, so many
people stop exercising if they’re not losing
weight, doctors say.
One recent study shows that there are
significant health benefits for overweight or
obese people being physically active, even if
they don’t lose a pound. Researchers followed
334,000 Europeans during 12 years. They
found twice as many deaths were due to a lack
of physical activity than were caused by being
overweight. The American Journal of Clinical
Nutrition backs up research about the value of
exercising for improving health. It found that
as little as a brisk, daily 20-minute walk can
extend life expectancy.
Greg Degnan is medical director at ACAC,
a chain of fitness and wellness centers in
Virginia and Pennsylvania that offers medical
guidance. He says it’s no secret that being
significantly overweight increases risks for
heart disease and other conditions. “But the
medical community has focused too long on
diets. Exercise can improve blood pressure,
lower cholesterol and improve circulation in
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overweight people. It’s also more palatable
than slashing calorie content,” he says.
Jeanette DePatie, author of “The Fat Chick
Works Out,” focuses on exercises she has
enjoyed for more than 16 years, including
dancing, walking, hiking and yoga. DePatie
now teaches dance-based exercise classes
three or four days a week. She says she has
more stamina than ever, sleeps better, has
stable moods and gets sick less often. When
people ask why she exercises if she doesn’t lose
weight, she tells them: “The last time I was
thin was in second grade. I am who I am.”

Sit less and move more,
even if you exercise, too

People who sit less, stand and move
around more have a lower risk for such
conditions as heart disease, diabetes and
various cancers. Just standing more often
makes a difference in health and quality
of life, say professors at Kansas State
University. Sitting for a length of time
means less muscular contraction is going
on in the body. For people age 60 and
over, every additional hour a day spent
sitting is linked to an increased risk of
becoming disabled.

OF INTEREST

Miniatures become a popular trend
for the patio gardener

W

hat’s new for patio gardens? Two words:
Tiny and purple. Leading the pack this
year are tiny purple eggplants. They look
just like the lovely purple teardrop veggies
everyone loves, but they are small, just two or
three inches long.
According to Bonnieplants.com, the
patio-sized baby mini eggplant tastes just
like the original. Pop them on a salad or even
the frying pan to make little delights. They
need constant sun and moist soil during the
growing season. Once you start to pick them,
they grow until fall. Pick when the skin is
deep purple and glossy for best taste.
Next, the equally purple Indigo Ruby
Tomato loves containers. These tiny, plumshaped tomatoes have bright blue/purple tops
and red bottoms. The fruit grows in clusters
of 4 to six on a stem. This new cherry-type tomato was developed through
traditional breeding techniques. These flavorful dazzlers are not only pretty, but
also have an extra helping of the antioxidant anthocyanin, a natural ingredient
in blueberries. This variety is available in seed form from Territorial Seed
Company and in container form from many major nurseries.
In the flower garden, you’ll be seeing lots of mixed colors at your local
nursery. According to HGTV, the New Day Rose Stripe Gazania will be a
hit with its luscious purple and cream petals. Also look for Blue-Eyed Beauty
Mums at your garden store. These offer early spring color with wide yellow
blooms with dark purple centers.

A problem: parents who delay vaccinations

People who don’t have their children vaccinated have been the focus of
the measles outbreaks, but experts say vaccine delayers compose a larger,
more dangerous and growing group. Their children are exposed to vaccinepreventable diseases at their most vulnerable ages. Though the parents
believe in vaccination, they decide to wait until their children are older,
or they just don’t arrange for them to get the required number of shots to
develop immunity. The large number of delayers also threatens the concept
of herd immunity. That requires that the vast majority of a population
be vaccinated to order to protect those who can’t take vaccinations, such
as newborns and those with serious health conditions. According to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, children should be
vaccinated for 14 diseases by age six. That can take up to 29 shots with as
many as six taken at a time. While 1.5 to 2 percent of children nationwide
aren’t vaccinated at all, the delayers are a group of 10 to 20 percent.

When you are not
distressed, maybe
your cap should be
There was a time when the wealthy
flaunted it. Men in top hats were grandly
grand. Today, not so much. Wealthy
people tend to blend, and nothing says
blend like a baseball cap;
the chapeau that never
flaunts.
But shouldn’t it be just
a little luxe? A fashionable
gent wears a fashionable
blazer and his baseball cap
to lunch at a fashionable
bistro. Shouldn’t the cap
do something other than
scream YANKEES?
To the rescue, is the
Brunello Cucinelli
Cashmere Baseball Cap
that costs a salty $330. The
AMI Wool Cap, Opening
Ceremony, sets you back
$110. Nordstrom offers
a similar cap for the ambitious poor for
just $75. Cucinelli also makes a jute cap
that looks perfect for fly fishing, coming
pre-tattered with a distinctly old and
cheap look. Perfect for those who didn’t
buy a bargain cap 20 years ago. That kind
of character doesn’t come cheap. The cap
sells for a cool $1,100. It blends.

Create custom-fit sneakers
Rather than having to break in a new
pair of sneakers, you can get the right
fit immediately using the FootBalance
QuickFit ($45 at footbalance.com or at
retailers). The insoles will feel like custom
orthotics but for a fraction of the price.
Preheat your oven to 175 degrees, add the
insoles and heat for a few minutes. Then
slip them into shoes you already own and
take a quick lap around the house so they
can mold to each foot’s’ unique shape.
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At last, the kids are making a living wage,
leaving home and buying stuff

“Do the difficult
things while they are
easy and do the great
things while they
are small. A journey
of a thousand miles
must begin with a
single step.”
Lao Tzu,
philosopher and poet
of ancient China

P

arents are cheering for Millennial kids,
but they are not alone. Economists and
investors are cheering too. They have been
waiting for the “kids” to enter the housing
market and start spending.
Partly because of the recession 25- to
34-year-olds stayed in college longer. Why
not? If they couldn’t get work they wanted,
they might as well stay in school and get an

“This age group could take longer than
their parents to become homeowners”
advanced degree so they could earn more
later on. But even with that, they had a harder
time finding a job they qualified for than
previous generations did, says Bloomberg
Businessweek. Their unemployment rate fell to
5.7 percent last December.
According to U.S. Census data, the number
of renter households grew by two million
last year, many of which were renters’ first
independent home or home with a roommate
of their own choosing. Having a roommate at
first is a good idea. With lower expenses, they
can save money and pay off loans.
New renters boost the economy because
they’re buying furniture as well as buying
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things, often things they hadn’t even thought
of, like a vacuum cleaner, lamp, ironing
board and cleaning products. The National
Association of Home Builders estimates that
each new apartment built creates 1.3 new
jobs. Economists hope renters can buy a home
before too long, because building a new house
creates the equivalent of three jobs.
This age group could take longer than their
parents to become homeowners. On average,
they leave college with $28,400 in loans,
which often means they have lower credit
ratings than their debt-free peers.
Was college worth it? Think about this: for
the price of a new car, they get a new life.

Coca-Cola in a K-cup
from your kitchen

Coca-Cola has signed a 10-year
agreement to sell its drinks through an
at-home beverage system developed by
Green Mountain Coffee roaster, maker of
Keurig single-serve coffee makers. Coke’s
drinks will be available in K-cup pods
around the world through the KeurigCold
system. Coke brands include Sprite,
Fanta, Minute Maid and Powerade.

OF INTEREST

Men and women continue to value
home amenities differently

O

ne long-time realtor says that in
spite of a shift to younger prospects,
her male buyers are still interested
in garages, basements, attics, and
crawlspaces. She said women are more
interested in kitchens and the flow of
the floor plan for entertaining.
The National Association of
Realtors recently made an in-depth
study of what single male and female
buyers want; what married couples
want; and what unmarried couples
want. Some of their findings:
They asked single men and women
what features were “very important,”
and 32 percent of men and 21 percent
of women cited new kitchen appliances. Granite countertops were must-haves
for 24 percent of men and 11 percent of women. And 19 percent of single men
said a kitchen island was very important compared with 8 percent of women.
In an unexpected finding, 38 percent of single men said a walk-in closet was
very important versus 29 percent of women. Updated basements were rated as
very important by 16 percent of men and 13 percent of women.
Among married couples, 42 percent wanted a walk-in closet in the master
bedroom. New kitchen appliances were thought to be very important by
21 percent of couples. About 24 percent wanted a single level home, and 34
percent of couples wanted ceilings that were 9 feet high.

In tennis, the hair says it all

Tennis players just have a long tradition of hair. Just start at John
McEnroe in the 1980s whose ‘fro whipped around the court in tune
with his anger. Who could forget Andre Agassi’s untamed locks simply
mocking the tidy tennis world? More recently, we saw the young Serena
Williams, grow up experimenting with her hair: straight down, up-style,
beaded, curly, braided, yellow, and afro, As the 60s song says: Hair down
to there; long beautiful hair. Today the player making the biggest splash
in tennis hair is Milos Raonic, the 6’5” Canadian whose hair is fixed
permanently, solidly and splendidly in place by cases of gel. The hair is
cut short World War II-style on the side with a 1950s side part. It always
stays just so. According to USAToday, there are Twitter accounts devoted
to the perfection of his hair. Bethanie Mattek-Sands combines her
outrageous dress with all sorts of hair color. She was recently spotted in
Australia with fluorescent green hair. Dustin Brown of Germany sports
elaborate dreadlocks tied back into a ponytail and which soar well into
the air as he moves. In tennis, your hair image is key.

U.S. bitcoin exchange
gives the cyber currency
a new legitimacy
The new bitcoin exchange is open at
exchange.coinbase.com. The exchange
hopes to attract many mainstream
bitcoin users. It’s insured against
employee theft and hacking, according
to Coinbase, a San Francisco company
that has analyzed the exchange and
financed it.
Economists at USA
Today say Coinbase
completed a $75
million financing
round that included
the New York Stock
Exchange and former
Citigroup CEO
Vikram Pandit.
Previously, bitcoin
security has been
an issue amid fears
of security breaches
and theft among
existing exchanges,
many of which are
located overseas. U.S.
regulators have been
working on greater
oversight of bitcoins
amid increased
interest in them by
mainstream vendors,
including eBay’s PayPal.
In the meantime, the New York
Department of Financial Services is
working out a plan for a “BitLicense” for
firms that want to deal bitcoins in the
Empire State.
Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss of
Facebook plan to set up the Gemini
Exchange. The twins say it will partner
with a New York State-chartered bank
and therefore be eligible for FDIC
insurance.
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Danger on the tracks at railroad crossings

“There is a pleasure
in the pathless
woods, There is
a rapture on the
lonely shore, There is
society, where none
intrudes, By the
deep sea, and music
in its roar: I love not
man the less, but
Nature more.”
George Gordon,
Lord Byron

I

n February 2015, a Metro-North train,
one of the biggest commuter trains in the
U.S., serving New York and New Jersey,
slammed into an SUV, killing the driver of
the SUV and five train passengers. The SUV
driver was stopped at the lowered gates at a
crossing.
The accident highlights a harsh truth:
Don’t stop on train tracks any reason.
Not even for a moment. This advice may
seem obvious, but, train collisions occur
with some frequency. In the last 10 years,
there have been more than 30,000 railroad
crossing accidents that caused 3,600 deaths.
That number, although daunting, is a big
improvement. Since 1972, the number of
annual train-motor vehicle collisions had
been reduced by about 83 percent through
educational efforts, according to train safety
organization Operation Lifesaver.
But still the frequency of accidents
suggests that drivers either recklessly ignore
danger or, more ominously, the situation
doesn’t appear dangerous.
Fact: It is always reckless to drive in front
of a train. Studies show that even if the train
seems far away or moving slowly, drivers and
pedestrians underestimate the speed. That’s a
mistake with fatal consequences. No vehicle
or pedestrian wins a bout with a train. A
135-car train with three engines weighs
about 40 million pounds. If it is traveling at
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40 miles per hour, it will take miles to stop.
In the North Metro case, the engineer was
able to slow down about 10 mph before the
collision, not enough to prevent the accident.
Walking on tracks is trespassing. It is
against the law to walk on tracks, which are
owned by the rail companies. There’s a good
reason for that. Most pedestrian fatalities
involve people walking on the tracks. Trains
are often not as loud as one might think.
And, there is sometimes very dangerous
terrain around the tracks, making the
situation a lose-lose proposition.
Part of the problem is the sheer volume
of tracks and crossings that makes people
take tracks for granted. According to the
Federal Railroad Administration, there
are more than 140,000 miles of track in the
U.S. and more than 212,000 level highwayrail crossings. Of these crossings, about 25
percent are unmarked.
Unmarked or passive crossings are the
most dangerous, especially in spring and
summer when the view from the road
is likely to be somewhat obstructed by
vegetation. Railroads and states make a
regular effort to knock down weeds, but
some obstructions might remain. According
to the National Transportation Safety
Board, about 60 percent of crossing fatalities
occur at these passive crossings, which
usually have only a criss-cross railroad sign.

OF INTEREST

Entertaining visitors in the sick room: It’s spring, check for
what caregivers can do
weak limbs on trees

V

isiting the sick is considered to be one of the
foundations of charitable living for thousands
of years. But how can a caregiver make
visitors comfortable and let them know their
visit is appreciated?

High-wind storms, and in some
locales, low temperatures, have wreaked
havoc on trees this year. Spring is
the time to inspect trees, especially
those growing close to structures and
driveways.

Visitors make the day more interesting for
both the patient and the caregiver. To encourage
visits, make the patient’s room feel relaxing and
attractive.
Even if the hospital bed is in the living room,
you can improve the decor. Use colored sheets
on the bed with coordinated pillows at the foot.
Put a bouquet of flowers on a side table, and be
sure the easy chairs are brushed. Offer coffee or
tea and cookies.
Be nicely dressed yourself and have a nice pajama top on your patient.
If visitors are your loved one’s friends or relatives who you don’t know
very well, staying with them and making conversation is your job. You could
bring up family get-togethers or interesting characters in the family.
If your charge is responsive at all, try to include him or her in part of the
conversation, even if their response is only a nod. If not, a least let the visitors
know their visit is appreciated and something you will talk about with your
loved one later in the day.
As they are leaving, invite them to come back. Remind them the patient is
more responsive on some days and would really like to see them.
If, in spite of your efforts, the visitors don’t enjoy the visit, remember that
they simply haven’t experienced encounters with patients like yours. Chances
are, you don’t see some gradual changes because you’re so close, whereas
outsiders notice declines more sharply.

Tribes gather in April for 32nd Pow Wow

A pow wow is a social gathering of tribal members, and the largest such
gathering is set for April. The world’s largest gathering of Canadian
and U.S. Native Americans takes place in Albuquerque, NM between
April 23-25, at their 32nd Annual Gathering of Nations Pow Wow.
Representatives from 700 tribes attend the Gathering of Nations, and
more than 3,000 compete in dozens of contests. Musicians perform
in all genres of music, including country, rhythm and blues, hip-hop,
rock ‘n’ roll. But it’s the traditional songs and dances that visitors and
participants enjoy the most. The pow wow singers are especially important
in reminding every one of their heritage. The chants and songs range from
purely social to spiritual or war and are sung in the language unique to
each nation.

Check the roots, the trunk and lower
branches first. Pay special attention to
those that have lost large branches. If
the roots leading to
the trunk have begun
to pull out, it could
cause the tree to fall
with the next storm.
Newly exposed roots
can mean you might
lose the tree, and
you’ll want to cut it
down before it causes
damage.
Mushrooms or
fungus at the base of
the trunk is a sign of
dead or decaying roots.
A tight V-shaped fork
at the point where two
trunks or two large
limbs meet increases
the likelihood of the
tree’s splitting. Look
for cracks.
If the diameter of a large broken limb
is more than one-third of the diameter
of the tree trunk, or if there are cracks
in the trunk, the tree needs professional
trimming or might need to be taken
down.
Dead or dying limbs have no leaves or
brown leaves in the Spring. If more than
25 percent of large branches are dead,
the tree won’t get well.
With any of these problems, it’s time
to have that tree removed before it can
fall on a person, a pet, a car or a house.
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April is Grilled Cheese Sandwich Month

“He that plants trees
loves others beside
himself.”
Thomas Fuller,
17th century English
churchman and
historian

I

n North America, the simple grilled cheese
sandwich may be a bit of a secret indulgence
for calorie counters. Carb counters, on the
other hand, are in luck. The sandwich is a
low carb treat, when used with low-carb
bread. The simple recipe: Grill bread in butter,
allowing processed cheese to melt. That’s 12
carbs if you are counting. About 30 carbs if
you use regular bread.
In any form, it is one of the world’s most
popular sandwiches.
Swiss fans put a slice of ham between
pre-toasted bread slices then bake covered
with a molten lava of broiled Swiss cheese.
The French layer thinly-sliced ham with
Gruyere on hearty white bread, grilled each
side, and then cover the top with Bechamel
(white sauce with nutmeg). It bakes until
bubbly. They name this tour de force Croque
Monsieur (crusty mister).
The English call their version a toastie
and prefer their nutty Montgomery cheddar
combined with leeks, onions and garlic piled
between layers of grilled sourdough.
For our April recipe, let’s go Italian! Caprese
grilled cheese sandwiches use ripe tomatoes
and basil.
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Caprese Grilled Cheese Sandwich
4 slices sourdough or white bread
6 ounces fresh sliced mozzarella rounds
8 slices Roma tomatoes
2 tablespoons chopped, fresh basil ribbons
Black pepper to taste
4 teaspoons extra virgin olive oil or
2 teaspoons butter
1 clove of garlic
Layer mozzarella rounds over two
slices of bread followed by a layer of
sliced tomatoes. Sprinkle basil ribbons
on top, season with pepper and top with
remaining two slices of bread.
Drizzle 2 teaspoons olive oil in a nonstick skillet and heat to smoking point.
Add sandwich, or if the bread will toast
before the cheese has a chance to melt
butter on tops and bottoms of sandwich.
Heat skillet over medium heat. Or, lay
a heavy pan over sandwiches and grill
about 2 minutes on each side until they
are golden brown, and cheese is melted.
Lightly brush a garlic clove over toasted
sides. Serve immediately.

OF INTEREST

This skill is a factor in your successful
career and satisfying home life

Y

ou’ve probably been tested several
times in your life, so you know your
hearing is up to par and maybe
beyond. But how you use that sense is
key to “active listening.”
It starts with the desire to help
another person think through their
statements and feelings. Your unspoken
message should be, “You have my
attention; I’m here for you,” but you also
need to signal this verbally if you want
to retain more than 10 percent person of
what is said. Use open-ended questions
like, “How did that make you feel?” And
“What are going to do now.”
Graham Bodie, lead researcher in a
study published in the Western Journal
of Communication, tells the effect of the immediate behaviors that make up
active listening. The skill takes some time to develop.
The study used 342 pairs of people, reports the Wall Street Journal. One
person, the discloser, describes a stressful event, such as a relationship
problem, a work setback or a health issue. The disclosers said that when the
listener displayed active skills like making eye contact and asking open-ended
questions, the talker felt better. Verbal behaviors were three times as likely as
nonverbal behaviors to produce this outcome. The talker perceived the listener
as more emotionally aware and felt better.
Bodie also gives this advice: Use short words or sounds to encourage the
talker to continue. Responses like “yup, OK, right,” or “mmm hmm” will work.
Paraphrase a person’s remarks to clarify statements.
When you know a co-worker or spouse wants to talk, get ready to listen. Be
calm and in the present. Put your cell phone away and let go of your own need
to talk, except to encourage the other person to finish.

Looking good on the links, girls!

Even with the glamor of the handsome Tiger Woods, and the big bucks
being won on the big tours, golf has seen a decline in participants. Except
for girls. That’s right; girls ages 7 to 17 are the sweet spot in the sport right
now. Their numbers are not declining but holding steady, and they love
getting out on the greens. What goes better with girls, greens and golf?
Clothes, of course. Enter a new segment of retailers aimed just at girls and
golf. Turtlesandtees.com offers colorful jackets, skirts, skorts, capris and
shorts just for the links and the clubhouse. The fashions have fun patterns
with great names like Bubbles and Bogeys, and Turtle Divots featured in
bright pinks, greens and blues. Of course, there are matching hats, too.

A look at the unusual
and little known
Paw Paw tree
The Paw Paw tree is as unusual as its
name. This enigmatic fruit tree can be
found along the shady, damp banks of
rivers and woods in the North, East and
parts of the South.
Known for its
large custard like
fruit that tastes like
a banana/mango
dipped in lemon, its
sweetness is rarely
tasted by many
Americans.
The Paw Paw
spans only about
25 to 35 feet with
a spindly trunks
and large leaves.
However, its large
untoothed leaves
give way to rich
burgundy or deep
yellow flowers, and
creates the odd
shaped exotic Paw
Paw fruit. Hikers
may stumble upon
this odd shaped fruit, but otherwise
you will only find the fruit in specialty
or gourmet stores. It is a hidden gem,
worth finding.
While the Paw Paw is a native
in the NorthEast all the way up to
Ontario, you may want to cultivate a
few in your own yard. Paw Paw trees
cannot pollinate themselves, and few
insects pollinate them, so you will
have to pollinate the trees yourself and
have more than one variety on hand.
Gardeningknowhow.com suggests
using a soft artist’s paintbrush to
transfer pollen from one tree to another.
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Don’t retire – refire: ‘The One Minute
Manager’ says approach life with gusto

“It’s not what
you say out of
your mouth that
determines your life,
it’s what you whisper
to yourself that has
the most power!”
Robert T. Kiyosaki,
author of “Rich Dad
Poor Dad”

W

hen Ken Blanchard, author of “The One
Minute Manager,” happened to meet up
with his old friend psychologist Morton
Shaevitz, they talked about how people
approach getting older.
Blanchard, 75, said he used the term “refire”
to describe the attitude of approaching life
with gusto. He and Shaevitz, 79, agreed
that refire is a way of seeing each day as an
opportunity.
Together they wrote “Refire! Don’t Retire:
Make the Rest of Your Life the Best of Your
Life.” It tells about a fictional couple who
worked with others to evaluate different
aspects of their lives, emotionally, physically
and spiritually. Shaevitz says people who are
going toward something have the opportunity
to live fuller lives. In the book, Blanchard used
a fictional couple because, “When you tell a
story, people can suspend their inner critic
and watch what happens to the characters in a
detached way.”
Quoted in USA Today, Blanchard’s best
advice is, “Get out of your comfort zone. Take
a class at a local college, which will put you
into a new setting with different people.” The
two of them have formed The Last Minute
Gang, an informal group of a dozen friends
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or couples, people who have agreed that, at
the last minute, if someone calls and invites
you to do something, unless you’re you’re
previously committed, you’ll say yes.

‘Louie Louie’ debuted 50
years ago on April 11, 1963

The greatest party song of the 60s and 70s,
Louie Louie, endures. In those innocent
days before anything and everything was
screamed out loud in rap and rock, Louie
Louie captured teen imaginations for
what it said and what it didn’t say. Starting
with funky guitar chords with the vaguely
Jamaican sound, The Kings Men made the
song famous with their slurred, leering,
naughty vocal sound. Most people made up
at least part of the lyrics in their own mind.
And just what exactly the vocals said was so
controversial that the Governor of Indiana
in 1965 asked radio stations not to play it.
Was that “we gotta go” or was that “wiggle
low down?” It made a difference in 1965.
The lyrics were actually not that scandalous,
though it took an FBI analysis to prove it:
A sailor is going home to see his girl and he
won’t let her go again.

SENIOR LIVING

River cruises cater to mature travelers

C

ruising aboard ship need not mean
trudging the expanse of a giant vessel
while dodging children and teens. For the
mature traveler, nothing beats a river cruise,
where ships lazily steam rivers, offering
a relaxed atmosphere and a lot of history
besides. Unlike massive ocean going cruise
ships, romantic paddlewheels host a select
few passengers (from 100 to 200 usually)
and the boats meander down historic river
ways, offering plenty of deck time with meals
included. For seven- and nine-day trips, the
cost can be salty with cabin prices ranging
from $4,000 per person to $6,000 or more,
depending on your cabin preferences.
American Cruise Lines offers a selection of
9-day cruises on the paddlewheel Queen of the
West, traveling the Snake and Columbia rivers and tracing the steps of explorers
Lewis & Clark’s 1803 Corps of Discovery. If that is too expensive or too long, try
for a 1- or 2- day Mississippi River cruise. The river boat Twilight paddles the
upper Mississippi with short tours to and from Le Claire, Iowa, and Dubuque,
Iowa. Prices range from $200 for a one-day tour with two meals, to about $400
each for two people, overnight at a hotel, meals and activities.
In Canada, the St. Lawrence Cruise Line offers a very different experience
aimed strictly at seniors. Its steamboats host about 60 people in small cabins on
week-long cruises. Besides fantastic scenery from Kingston to Ottawa, Canada,
a lot of camaraderie develops between passengers – evening dances and music
offer much companionship. The experience isn’t cheap, however, and prices for
longer cruises are about $2,500 per person. Look for discounts in the spring.
River cruises have popped up all over the waterways, from predictable locations
such as New Orleans, to points North and West. If a particular river floats your
boat, check online for cruises. Also, be sure to visit cruise reviews at sites such as
cruisecritic.com for comments from people who have taken the vacations.

Nurses need to reduce hours of work, fatigue

The American Nurses Association (ANA) seeks to reduce risks to patients
caused by nurses working extra-long shifts, such as 16 to 20 hours or more.
They want to reduce mistakes caused by fatigue and say employers can
help. The group is spreading the word to nurses and health care facilities
across the country. The ANA is optimistic that hospital officials will focus
much more on the issue. Employers should limit shifts to 12 hours or
fewer, eliminate mandatory over-night time, keep consecutive night shifts
to a minimum for nurses working both days and nights, and provide sleep
rooms or transportation when nurses are too tired to drive. Nurses should
also have the right to reject work assignments to prevent fatigue.

Caregiving: Coping
with sundowning
Agitation, even aggression, that
begins or gets worse in the late
afternoon, is called sundowning and it’s
a common problem for caregivers.
Late afternoon aggression is thought
to be the result of stress and fatigue,
according to the
National Institutes
of Health (NIH).
A dementia patient
who isn’t sleeping
might not be able to
settle down in the
afternoon and the
behavior can become
aggressive as the
evening approaches.
Dementia patients
who, by definition,
are already having
a difficult time with
their environment,
can become stressed
by extra activity or
confusion. This can
lead to agitation and
aggression.
To decrease
the severity of
sundowning, the
NIH recommends that patients eat the
largest meal of the day at lunch with a
smaller snack in the evening.
As the afternoon approaches,
caregivers should be sure the house
is brightly lit and quiet. There should
be no visitors or excitement in the
afternoon.
Calm, soft music may help or a
familiar, favorite movie. Most patients
have different triggers for agitation
and aggression. Caregivers should
make note of the apparent triggers
and try to set the stage of an afternoon
of serenity.
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Find the 10 . . . and Win 25

F

ind the 10 things that are different between the two
pictures above, then fax or email your answers to us and
your submission will go into a drawing for a $25 Gift
Certificate to Carolina Brothers, Blue Ridge Grill or Ford’s
Fish Shack. Answers will appear in our next gam|mag
along with the name of the certificate winner.
Fax or email your submission to 703.450.5311
or gammag@gamweregood.com
Please include your name, phone number and/or email
address. All entries must be submitted by April 15, 2015.
Name:__________________________________________________
Company:______________________________________________
Phone:__________________________________________________
Email:__________________________________________________

Your 10 Finds
1._______________________________________
2._______________________________________
3._______________________________________
4._______________________________________
5._______________________________________
6._______________________________________
7._______________________________________
8._______________________________________
9._______________________________________
10._______________________________________

Which certificate would you like?

❏ Carolina Brothers
❏ Blue Ridge Grill ❏ Ford’s Fish Shack
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Puzzle Meter easy

difficult

21593 Jesse Court, Dulles, VA 20166
Ph. 703.404.8800 • Fax 703.404.2232
www.DullesGolf.com
Conveniently located 4 miles North of Dulles
Airport behind Sam’s Club and Walmart. 1
block from Atlantic Blvd. & Severn Way.

™

Enjoy Delicious New England
Style Seafood!
Ashburn

South Riding

44260 Ice Rink Plaza #101
Ashburn, VA 20147
P: 571.918.4092
F: 571.918.4096

25031 Riding Plaza #150
Chantilly, VA 20152
P: 703.542.7520
F: 703.542.6931

Congratulations!!! To Last Issue’s Winner.
J of T won the Find the 10.
He chose a F Gift Card as his prize.
1.
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